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'Abstract. The connection between a three-dimensional hydrogen atom Hamil
tonian and the Hamiltonian of a four-dimensional i-sotropic harmonic oscillator 
is used to obtain the hydrogen atom energy spectrum via the phase space equa
tion of motion corresponding to a *-product related to the ant"istandard rule of 
association of functions in the phase space to quantum mechanical operators. 

1. Introduction 

Different points of view on the phase space formulation of quantum mechanics have 
been discussed by many authors [1-17]. The first quasidistribution function has been 
introduced by Wigner [ 1] for the purposes of quantum mechanics to classical mechanics 
correspondence. Then almost all possible quasidistributions have been investigated by 
Cohen [ 4), [ 15]. A quasidistribution that gives dispersionless quantum-mechanical states 
has been introduced by Zlatev [6- 12). 

There are several demonstrations showing how the phase space formulation of quan
tum mechanics works in determination of the energy spectrum of such well-known 
problems as harmonic oscillator and hydrogen atom. Gracia-Bondia [18) has shown 
that the application of the so-called Weyl-Wigner-Moyal formalism leads to the cal
culation of the hydrogen atom energy spectrum. Chetouani and Hammann [19) have 
obtained via suitable transformations of the classical Hamiltonian in the phase space 
the energy spectrum of the hydrogen atom in the case when the system has a prevailing 
direction (the case of parabolic coordinates in position space). 

A more general approach has been developed by Bayen, Flato, Fronsdal, Lich
nerovicz and Sternheirner [20]. They have come to the conclusion that "quantum me
chanics can be replaced by a deforrpation of Classical mechanics" by means of a new 
*-product algebras on the phase space, i. e. a suitable deformation of the algebra of 
functions on the phase space with ordinary_ multiplication. However, the application 
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of this technique to the calculation of the hydrogen atom energy spectrum is quite 
complicated and has "some obscure points" [18]. 

The aim of the present work is to show that the problem of the hydrogen atom 
energy spectrum can also be treated in the case when a *-product corresponqing to 
the antistandard rule of association of phase space functions to quantum mechanical 
operators is used (Cohen [4], Springborg [16], Berezin and Shubin [16]). In this case 
the phase space distribution function is of the type introduced first by Terletsky [21]. 
For scalar fields it is written as 

F(q,p; t) = (21f)-nw*(q; t)<I>(p; t)eipq (l.l) 

where q and p are the Cartesian (orthogonal) coordinates in position and momentum 
spaces: pq = L:j=1 Pjqj, n is the dimension of the q-space, \ll* is the complex conjugate 

of the wave function w and <I> denotes the following partial Fourier transform: 

00 

<I>(p; t) = j w(q; t)e-ipqclq. (1.2) 

-oo 

In these formulae and throughout the paper units are taken so that Ii = c = 1, unless 
stated otherwise. 

In order to solve the problem of the hydrogen atom energy spectrum applying 
function of the type (1. l) we follow some of the steps given in the paper of Gracia
Bondia [18]. For this purpose: (1) We write down explicitly the equation of motion 
for the function (1.1) which co.rresponds to the Heisenberg equation for the density 
matrix in the considered case of *-product corresponding to the antistandard rule of 
association between quantum mechanical operators and functions on the phase space; 
(2) We consider as a preliminary step the isotropic harmonic oscillator problem; (3) We 
transfonn the Hamiltonian of the hydrogen atom via Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transforma
tion and a suitable diastrophical transformation of position and momentum coordinates 
to a pseudo-Hamiltonian of a four-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator. Next, we 
set the transformed Hamiltonian into the initially obtained equation of motion for the 
function of type (1.1 ). Since this pseudo-Hamiltonian is a quadratic function in the 
new coordinates and momenta, the phase space equation of motion, which otherwise 
contains derivatives of the Hamiltonian and a distribution function of infinite order, 
terminates to the second order derivatives. Actually, it turns out to be a differential 
equation with separated variables. The differential equations obtained for \ll* and <I> are 
the equations of a four-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator. By means of suitable 
settings for the constants in these equations we recover the energy spectrum of the 
bound states of the hydrogen atom. 

2. Equations of Motion 

Following the approach d~veloped by Berezin and Shubin [17] and Bayen et al. [20] one 
can obtain almost straightforward the equation of motion for the distribution function 
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of type (1.1). This function is the pq-symbol of the density matrix p(t) = 1-W(t))(-W(t)I. 
It is defined by the Eq. (1.31) from Chapter Vin [17], i.e. 

00 

P ~ F(q,p; t) = j (xl-W(t))(-W(t)lq)e-ip(x-q)dx. (2.1) 

-00 

Let A and B are two operators and A(p, q) and B(p, q) are their pq-symbols. Then 
the pq-symbol corresponding to the product of these operators is determined by a 
suitable realization of the so-called *-product (see Eq. (1.35') in Chapter V of [17]): 

AB ~ (A* B)(p, q) =exp { op~;qA} A(p, q)B(p, q) . (2.2) 

Here the notations _!!_ and _!!_ mean that the corresponding differential operation 
fJps oqA 

acts only on the function B(p, q) or A(p, q) respectively. 
Now it is easy to see that the quantum equation of motion 

i8tfl = - [fl, fI] (2.3) 

where fI is the Hamilton's operator, transforms via the correspondences (2.1) and (2.2) 
into the following phase space equation of motion: 

(2.4) 

When writing this equation we have taken into account the series expansion of the 
exponential operator (2.2). 

3. Harmonic Oscillator Problem 

In order not to overload the calculations with unnecessary constants we use the Hamil
tonian of the isotropic harmonic oscillator given in the form: 

1 
H = -(p2 + q2) 

2 
(3.1) 

(see e. g. Messiah [22), Chapter XII, 2) where p = v:!i' q = Q~; P and 

Q being Gsual momentum and position coordinates, m and w are the mass and the 
frequency of the oscillator. 

Applying Eq. (2.4) to the function (1.1) with a Hamiltonian (3.1) after some easy 
manipulations we find the equation 

i8t'11* _ ~ (8~'11* _ 2 ) = _ i8tqi _ ~ (8~qi _ 2 ) 
\ll* 2 \ll* q qi 2 qi p 

(3.2) 
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provided that 'l!* :/= 0, <I> .:/= 0. Here the notation a; = ::
2 

is used. 

Taking the constant of separation of variables to be equal to zero we obtain for the 
function 'l!* the Schrodinger equation of an isotropic harmonic oscillator 

i8tw* = ~(a~ - q~)w* . (3.3a) 

The corresponding equation for the Fourier transform is 

(3.3b) 

The latter equation follows fr~m the former one and from the properties of the 
Fourier transform (1.2). 

Since the Hamiltonian (3 .1) does not depend explicitly on time we can consider a 
stationary solution of Eq. (3.3a), i.e. w*(q; t) = 'l!*(q)eiEt and hence 

~(a~w* - q2 w*) = -Ew*. 

It is a well-known fact that the solutions of Eq. (3.4) exist when 

1 
E =En= n+ 2 , 

(see e. g. [22], Appendix B). 

n = 0, 1, 2, 3, .. . 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Having in mind Eq. (2.2) we conclude that <I>(p; t) = <I>(p)ciEt and (3.3b) yields 

(3.6) 

Thus, one can see that in the case of Terletsky distribution function the energy 
spectrum of a harmonic oscillator follows almost trivially from the evolution Eq. (2.4). 

4. Hydrogen Atom Problem 

Using the approach similar to this one in [18] and [19] we apply the Kustaanheimo
Stiefel transfonnation of time 

dt 
ds = r(s) ' r2 = x2 + y2 + z 2 , (4.1) 

that allows to simplify the treatment of the problem for the hydrogen atom energy 
spectrum. This is a way to overcome the difficulties with the singularity at the point 
r = O in the hydrogen atom Hamiltonian 

2 a 
H = 2p - - , 

r 
2 2 2 2 

P = Px + Py + Pz · (4.2) 

Here a is the fine structure constant and the mass of the electron is taken to be 

m = ~ as it is done in [18]. The Hamiltonian (4.2), when used in Eq. (2.4), leads to a 
4 
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differential equation of infinite order. In order to terminate this equation we introduce 
a generalized Hamiltonian (see [18]) in the following way: 

1i = r(H - E) (4.3) 

where E is the energy of the system. This Hamiltonian is nil ~ the weak sense of 
Dirac and it keeps the Hamilton equations in the new coordinates unchanged [19]. In 
our case we have 

1i = 2rp2 
- Er - a . (4.4) 

Thus, the "time" transformation ( 4.1) allows to eliminate the denominator term 
in (4.2) and makes a act as a pseudo-energy [19]. 

Next we· accomplish a diastrophical canonical transformation which increases the 
number of the coordinates from three to four in the manner given in [18]: 

4 

r = u2 =Luk (4.5) 
1 

and 

(~:) = ~A (~~) 
Pz 4u2 p3 

p4 p4 

(4.6) 

where Pk are the conjugate momenta of the coordinates Uk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and A 
denotes the following matrix: 

[ U3 
U4 

-U2 -U1 A= 
U1 -U2 

U4 -U3 

~~ ~~ 1 
-U3 U4 

U2 · -U1 

(4.7) 

Remark. It is obvious from the above definitions that the coordinates (Uk, Pk) are 
orthogonal (Cartesian). This fact is important for us because we intend to use the 
distribution function in the form (1.1). 

Now, applying Eqs (4.5)-(4.7) we can rewrite the generalized Hamiltonian (4.4) in 
the form: 

• 4 1 
1i = L -(Pk - 2Euk) - a , 

1 2 

provided that the constraint 

p4 = u4p1 - u3p2 + u2p3 - u1p4 = 0 

holds. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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The first term of the Hamiltonian (4.8) looks like a Hamiltonian of an isotropic 
harmonic oscillator in four dimensions. This four-dimensional oscillator is (ordinary) 
an attractive oscillator for the discrete spectrum (E < 0) of the hydrogen atom and col
lapses into a free particle for the zero-energy point (E = 0) of the hydrogen atom [23]. 

As we are interested in the bound states of the hydrogen atom we consider the case 
E < 0. Then 

(4.10) 

Since the pseudo-Hamiltonian (4.10) is nil in the weak sense of Dirac, we assume 
that the evolution Eq. (2.4) is valid in the coordinates (u, p; s). Hence, we can write 
down 

Suppose now that 

F(u, p; s) = w*(u, s)<P(p, s)eipu, 
4 

pu = LPkUk. 
1 . 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Applying Eq. (4.11) to the. distribution function (4.12) and to the pseudo
Hamiltonian ( 4.10) after some calculations one obtains that 

-
8

- - - ~ _.!!:L_ - 21Eluk = 
W* 2 ~ W* 

ia w * 1 
4 

[ a2 w * ] 

1 (4.13) 
.8 4 [ 82 <P ] 

- i ;<P - ~ ~ 21£1 P; - Pk , 

if w* i= o, <P i= o. 
Taking the constant of the separation of variables to be equal to zero one obtains 

an equation that resembles the Schri:idinger equation for an isotropic attractive four
dimensional harmonic oscillator for the function w* 

4 

i8s'It* = ~ ~(8~k - 2IEluX:)w* . (4.14) 

For the Fourier transform one has that 

4 

i8s<P = -~ L(2IEl8~k - Pk)<P · 
1 

(4.15) 
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Here again the generalized Hamiltonian (4.10) does not depend on "time" s explicitly 
and therefore it is natural to consider the case of stationary wave functions, i. e. since 
O' acts as a pseudo-energy one can write 

w*(u; s) = w*(u)eias' <I>(p;s) = <I>(p)e-ias. 

Hence, from Eqs (4.14)-(4.16) it follows that 

1 4 

2 L(8~k - 2IEluk)w* +aw*= o 
1 

and 

( 4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Remark. If the separation variable constant in Eq. (4.13) differs from zero (c -:f= 0), 
then one has 

(4.19) 

This leads to a harmonic oscillator with a constant displacement of the energy levels, 
i. g. for(4.16) one has 

1 4 
2 L(8~k - 21Eluk)w* +(a+ c)w* = 0. 

1 

(4.20) 

So, the cases c = 0 and c i= 0 are not essentially different. 
Here we want to mention that in order to ensure the · oscillator functions w * ( u) to 

be univalued it is necessary to impose the condition 

Nw*(u) = o (4.21) 

where N is the following operator: 

(4.22) 

written in the notations accepted in [23] . 
It is easy to see that this condition is equivalent to the constraint (4.9) since the 

correspondence Pk <----+ 8u1< holds. Actually, to obtain Eq. (4.24) from Eq. (4.9) we 
also have to perfonn the following exchange of our variables to the variables in [23] 
and [25]: (u1 , u2, U3 , u4)-+ (u1, -u4, u3, u2). 

Sine~ Eq. (4.9) is valid one can transform the third component of the angular mo
mentum L = r x p in the variables (u, p) [18] 

(4.23) 
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in the following way: 

(4.24) 

Using the correspondence Pk <---+ Ouk the component L3 becomes an operator which 
by means of the above-mentioned exchange of the variables is equal to the operator \'{ 

defined by Eq. (4.24). 
Taking into account the equality P<p = L 3 (cp - angular (cyclic) variable in R3

) we 
can apply the following statement from [19] and [20] 

Spectrum{p<p} = Spectrum{L3 } = m, m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... (4.25) 

Turning now to Eq. (4.26) we obtain the following auxiliary conditions over the 

quantum numbers of the oscillator 

(4.26) 

which are similar to those given in [19]. Here only the subscripts appear exchanged 
according to the above-mentioned exchange of the variables. 

Making a termwise comparison between the Schrodinger equation of an attractive 

•ur-dimensional oscillator ([24], [25]) 

~(ti.4 - w2 )'1i + c'1i = o (4.27) 

where t..4 is the Laplacian operator in four dimensions and w is the angular frequency 
of the oscillator; the solutions of the latter equation exist when€ = Nw, N = N1 + 
N

2 
+ N 3 + N 4 + 2, Nk = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 ~nd the Eq. (4.17), one can set 

21EI = w2 and a= Nw. 
Identifying the ground state n = 1 of the hydrogen atom as the zero point oscilla-

tions of the oscillator (Nk = 0, k = l, ... , 4) and having in mind the oxilliary condi
tions (4.24) over the quantum numbers of the oscillator one has that N4 = m + N1, 
N

3 
= m+ N2 , m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... it follows that the number N is always even, since 

N = 2(N1 + N2 + m + 1). Then we can set N = 2n and thus we can recover the 

energy spectrum of the hydrogen atom (see [18]) 

a2 
En= --2 . 

8n 
(4.28) 

1 b . . 
Since we have taken m = 4, the expression (4.19) can e rewntten m a more 

suitable form 

or in usual units 

ma2 

En= - 2n2 , 

(
e2 )

2 
mc2 

En= - fie 2n2 

where e is. the elementary electric charge. 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 
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Following Chen (24) one can· represent the solutions of Eq. (4.17) in the form: 

4 

w*(u) .= ce-Y
2

! 2 II HNk(Yk) (4.31) 

where C is a normalising constant, y2 = I:i y~, Yk = (2IEl) 114uk, k = 1, .• .. , 4 and 
II N~. stands for a conventional Hermite polynomial. 

The solutions of Eq. (4.17) in the form (4.22) have been given by Kibler, Ronveaux 
and Negadi (26), Section IV. Their paper is devoted to the general passage formulae 
between wave functions of the R3-hydrogen atom and the R4-harmonic oscillator in 
the coordinate systems in which the R 3-hydrogen atom is separable. Chen [24], [25) 
has also shown that the spherical hydrogenic wave functions can be expanded as linear 
combinations of the four-dimensional harmonic oscillator functions. That is why we 
are not going to discuss the connection between the wave functions of the R3-hydrogen 
atom and the ones of the four-dimensional oscillator. 

5. Conclusion 

In this work we have established that the phase space formalism with the antistandard 
rules of association [ 17] leads in a transparent way to the solution of the problem 
of the hydrogen atom spectrum. This has been accomplished in two main steps: (i) a 
derivation of the phase space equation of motion by a transformation of the Heisenberg 
equation of motion for the density matrix via the association rule (2.1) and application 
of the proper *-product (2.2); (ii) the application of this phase space equation of motion 
to the reduced Hamilto~ian of the hydrogen atom to a Hamiltonian of an isotropic four
dimensional hannonic oscillator. The latter has been obtained via the Kustaanheimo
Stiefel transformation of time and a suitable diastrophical transformation from R3 to 
R4 space. 

The proposed method is quite simple and we hope that it can be applied for dealing 
with the energy spectrum of a hydrogen atom in a uniform electric or magnetic fields 
(Stark or Zeeman effects). 
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Abstract. A simple fast 
neutron source with inten 
3 He are used. The accura 

1. Introduction 

For almost all natural elements the rat" 

is fixed. There are only a few elemen 
them is boron. 

Tbe isotopic abundance ratio betw 
sured by many researchers. It was est 
fluctuates from 18.45to19.45%. In 
like 19.6 [2], 21.6 [3], 19.78 [4] and 
to 20.3 [5]. Those measurements are 
expensive methods. The method desc 
trons from a white spectrum pulsed 
expensive to perform. 

From the natural variations of 10B, 
section for boron fluctuate too. The 
-thermal neutrons is very important £ 
nuclear reactor is usually boric acid 
to know the quantity of 10B in this s 

We are proposing a fast and relativ 
abundance of 10B in a sample of bo 
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